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	You've seen the promises in the advertising: Microsoft's free Movie Maker 2 will make it simple to capture, edit and share your home movies. We agree, but how do you know where to start, or where you're going? The answer is Windows Movie Maker 2 Zero to Hero, which will take you from filming your movie (with useful tips to improve the quality) through editing and adding effects, to premiering your masterpiece to your friends and family.


	Zero to Hero is more than a catchy slogan and an opportunity for puns and graphical representations of tights, capes, and phone booths. It's a style of learning designed by friends of ED to reach beyond dry technical explanations and dusty old authors who don't know how it is for real users and wouldn't know good design if it slapped them round the face with a wet fish.


	With a Zero to Hero book you can choose how you learn. You can choose to learn everything you need to know about Windows Movie Maker 2 by working through the first section of the book from start to finish. Alternatively, you can dive straight in to the inspirational 'Hero' chapters and refer back as and when you need. Then later, when you're a hero yourself, the book is easily used as a reference tool.


	When you're done, you'll be ready to wear your underwear on the outside—metaphorically speaking, of course.
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Troubleshooting Microsoft Technologies: The Ultimate Administrator's Repair Manual (The Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2003
Many IT professionals have long considered the practice of troubleshooting to be more of an art than a science. However, with the right methodology, anyone can systematically analyze and repair problems affecting an individual computer or an entire network. All it requires is an understanding of the technologies involved, knowledge of the available...
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Your Best Just Got Better: Work Smarter, Think Bigger, Make MoreJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Imagine if your best just got better every single day


	In Your Best Just Got Better, productivity expert Jason Womack teaches readers that working longer hours doesn't make up for a flawed approach to productivity and performance. Workers need to clarify their habits, build mindset-based strategies, and be...
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Instant MinGW StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop, debug and profile your C++ applications using the MinGW open source software


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn how to use MinGW with new projects, and how to integrate it with old ones.
	
		Learn...
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO): An Hour a DaySybex, 2011

	How is your website doing on the search engines? Need a little help?
	Well, you’re holding the right book in your hands. This book will walk
	you through the steps to achieve a targeted, compelling presence on the
	major search engines. There are no secrets or tricks here, just downto-
	earth, real-world advice and a clear program...
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Learning VMware vCloud AirPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage VMware's latest public cloud offering to build an efficient hybrid cloud infrastructure for your business


	About This Book

	
		Create, deploy, and manage virtualized workloads on a public cloud platform using VMware vCloud Air
	
		Dive into the world of VMware vCloud and discover the...
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Learn Windows PowerShell in a Month of LunchesManning Publications, 2011

	
		In Windows, there's a control panel, dialog box, console, or wizard to manage every component of a system. There are thousands of them—so many that it can be nearly impossible to keep track of all the locations and settings one needs to administer Windows effectively. PowerShell provides administrators with a single,...
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